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QUESTION 1

An administrator upgraded the rpm.rte fileset. During the installation, the bos.rte install fileset was automatically
upgraded as well Given the following information, which action will allow the administrator to back out the changes? 

A. REJECT both fileset upgrades. 

B. COMMIT the bos.rte.install upgrade and REJECT both fileset upgrades. 

C. REJECT the bos.rte.install fileset and overwrite install the rpm.rte with the previous version 

D. REJECT the bos.rte.install fileset and CLEANUP the rpm.rte upgrade. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the three basic elements of RBAC in AIX? 

A. Groups, Keys and Access 

B. Keys, Privileges and Groups 

C. Users, Groups and KeyStore 

D. Roles, Privileges and Authorizations 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has been asked to consolidate disks on an LPAR. Given the following information, which group of
actions will remove unneeded disk? 

A. Migrate physical partitions from hdisk2 to hdisk3 Remove hdisk2 from datavg Use rmdevto permanently remove
hdisk3 

B. Remove hdi sk3 from datavg Use rmdevto permanently remove hdisk3 

C. Export datavg Use rmdevto permanently remove hdisk3 re-import db2vg03 

D. Vary off datavg Use rmdevto permanently remove hdisk3 varyonvg dbvg02 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An existing LPAR is configured with a vSCSI disk for a root volume group. An administrator is configuring NPIV to
provide secondary storage to the partition. DLPAR operations are used to add the required client and server adapters to
the client and VIO Server partitions. Once the NPIV adapters have been configured, what action should be taken
against the client LPAR to ensure access to SAN storage is not compromised? 

A. Shutdown and reboot AIX. 

B. Shutdown and reactivate the profile. 

C. Save the current configuration to a profile. 

D. Add the physical WWVPN to the virtual device configuration. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is required to implement resource control for a running system WPAR called "skippy\\'. Which flag of
the chwpar command will set the CPU Resource control limits for this WPAR to a minimum of 8%. a desired of 35% and
a maximum of 45%? 

A. chwpar -c CPU=8%-35%,45% skippy 

B. chwpar-R CPU=8%-35%,45% skippy 
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C. chwpar-L CPU=8%-35%,45% skippy 

D. chwpar-r PROC=8%-35%,45% skippy 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

When migrating an LPAR utilizing Live Partition Mobility (LPM), which statement is correct? 

A. The source and destination systems must be managed by different HMC devices. 

B. The destination system must have the same virtual adapter slots free on its VIO Server as the source system. 

C. Physical disk attributes for backing devices must have the same reservation policy set on both source and target VIO
Servers. 

D. LPARs with dedicated I/O adapters can be migrated using LPM, provided the same dedicated I/O adapters are
available on the destination system. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Given the following output, what is the most likely cause for the error shown? 

A. ent0 is part of an EtherChannel. 

B. ent0 is not connected to a switch. 

C. The network that ent0 accesses is unavailable. 

D. The SEA providing network connectivity for ent0 is unavailable. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8
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How can an administrator enable the Workload Partitions Manager feature after AIX 7 has been installed with the
default options? 

A. Change AIX License using chlicense -I command 

B. Change AIX edition using chedition -e command 

C. Change WPAR License using chwpar -I command 

D. Change WPAR edition using chwpar-e command 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A user has found the keyboard backspace key will not delete text. How can the user set the keyboard backspace key to
delete? 

A. splp-b 

B. Add " Backspace" to user .profile and re-logon activate 

C. Export LC_CTYPE=BackSpace variable and run command stty-s 

D. stty erase ^? 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

How can administrators ensure that the Integrated Virtual Ethernet (IVE) adapters in their servers have the latest
available firmware? 

A. By upgrading the given IBM Power Systems server to the latest available system firmware. 

B. By using inventory scout to query the installed firmware level against the available level. 

C. By using either the managing HMC, SDMC or IVM to query and update the adapter firmware. 

D. By using the Ismcode AIX command with the query flag. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which command should be run in a WPAR, prior to migration, to ensure fileset consistency with the AIX Global
Environment? 

A. syncroot 

B. syncwpar 
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C. Ippchk-v 

D. Islpp-c 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following statements is true about using crontab and at to execute tasks? 

A. Commands scheduled with crontab are executed by at. 

B. Both commands can be used to schedule a weekly task to run for a user. 

C. User access control for both commands can be managed with .deny files in \var/adm/cron. 

D. Both commands preserve the current environment, including the user ID and current working directory 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

A volume group is mirrored to two external storage systems. One of the storage systems is rebooted for maintenance. 

After the storage system is up and available, Isvg shows a disk in a missing state: 

What command will change the PV STATE from missing to active? 

A. varyonvg 

B. chpv 

C. cfgmgr 

D. chdev 

E. syncvg 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

One disk within a mirrored rootvg volume group failed and was replaced. What is the first action the administrator must
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take after re-establishing mirroring? 

A. Create the boot image on the replaced disk. 

B. Recreate/dev/ipldevice. 

C. Re-enable volume group quorum. 

D. Copy/dev/hd5 to the new disk. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

An administrator utilizes the parallel nature of dsh to streamline common tasks, but must serialize some to prevent
network saturation. What dsh parameter will override the default behavior? 

A. The fanout parameter. 

B. The execute parameter. 

C. The node-options parameter 

D. The stream parameter 

Correct Answer: A 
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